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A RECREATIONAL SURVEY
OF SOME RURAL SCHOOL CHILDREN
IN BERKSHIRE COUNTY
INTRODUCTION
The Investigation upon which this report is based
was made in order to determine the amount of leisure time
of elementary school children in some of the rural areas
in western Massachusetts; to discover what the rural
child does in his leisure time; and to ascertain whether
the physical education program or other school activi-
ties carry over into his out of school life.
It is generally conceded that leisure should not
be wasted in idleness or dissipation, but that it should
be wisely invested in wholesome activity.
"Wholesome living includes not only satisfy-
ing work ^but also satisfying leisure. . . .
It is said by some earnest parents and teachers,
'Give a child plenty of work, make him do it,
and he will not get into mischief. ' Perhaps he
will not, but neither will he know the abundant
life. There are others who say, 'The country
child is fortunate. He lives in a beautiful
and healthful world. ’ The country child does
live in a beautiful world; but unless he is
introduced to its possibilities, and can call
birds by their names and become acquainted with
trees, flowers, and rocks, he is very likely
to fail to recognize his natural wealth. To
exercise in the open air and sunlight is
^Gardener & Legg, "Activities of Rural Children
in V/est Virginia", p. 1
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healthful, but work is work wherever It is
done. There should be work, but there should
also be play, because it is a balance between
these activities that makes for a well- devel-
oped child.”
Leisure in this survey is construed to mean
such time as is not spent in school, and embraces farm
chores, housework, the preparing of lessons for school,
and anything else which the country child may do in his
waking moments. Does the rural child in Berkshire
county spend most of his time doing farm chores, or doe
he merely fritter away his time because the school or
other authorities have failed to point out to him the
wonderful opportunity for the enrichment of life that
might be his?
"A person’s education for leisure
will not depend^ upon other people to
give him amusement. The greatest ser-
vice education can render to any human
is to lead him to the discovery of his
own powers, and in order to accomplish
that you must do two things: first,
you must somehow manage to liberate his
energies. . . .and next help him to dis-
cover the wonderful means nature has
furnished him with for bringing those
energies under control.”
There have been many recreational surveys made of
boys and girls, but most of these have dealt with city
children. To meet the demands of a new social order,
every child must be reached, the rui’al as well as the
urban. Let us pause for a moment to look at some other
P. Jacks- “Education Through Recreation”, p.55
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surveys of rural children. ;
I
In his book "Guiding Rural Boys and Girls, the
author points out that in a survey of 430 rural girls,
many of them left their homes and went to the city to '
escape the household drudgery caused by lack of modern
conveniences in their homes. Many of them also said thatj
they went to the city because they were lonesome and j
I
lacked a chance for normal human associations. The
j
country boys were driven to the city because of lack of
ready money at home. The author emphasized that there is
a scarcity of information about most rural occupations, '
and that if rural boys and girls were only correctly
guided they would be much happier and much better off at
home.
A rural recreational survey was made in South
2
Carolina by Miss Mary E. Prayser. This study was made
of adults, not children, of both colored and white
people, and of both home-owners and non home-owners.
I
Miss Prayser *s survey made clear that educational attain-!
ment was found to be related to economic status for both
r
colored and white people. The home-owner group not only
had more time for leisure, because of more modern con-
veniences, but that they employed their free time to a
i
I
^0. L. Hatcher, "Guiding Rural Boys and Girls"
|
pp. 8-16
2
Mary E. Prayser, "The Use of Leisure in Selected
Rural Areas of South Carolina", pp. 76-80
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4better advantage. They spent less time "just sitting,
just riding or napping." Miss Frayser pointed out that
the people in this area lacked opportunity to get to-
gether except on rare occasions, and that much could be
done for the enrichment of their life. Local leadership
should be organized, a committee formed in each school
district, and community centers with inexpensive table
games and other equipment should be established.
Lehman and Witty in their most interesting book,
"The^ Psychology of Play Activities" made a survey of
both city and country children. They found out, that
whereas the favorite games of both rural and city chil-
dren were practically the same, that older country chil-
dren were found to be less mature in their play in-
terests than were city children, showing that rural chil-
dren had little opportunity for homogeneous age group-
ings.
In a recreational survey of rural children in West
i
Virginia, it was found that only 8 per cent of all those I
jinterviewed said that they had no regular work to do.
j
llTT 2Home chores kept most boys and girls busy for an hour
or more a day, and work outside the home was undertaken
by some. ... 71 per cent said that they had work both
before and after school."
“Lehman & Witty, "The Psychology of Play Activl- I
ties", p. 121. !
2 *Gardner & Legg.
,
op. cit., pp. 13-14. '

How much play-time do rural children have in
Berkshire County? Do they have more or less time than
the children mentioned in these other surveys?
“
"Ex-President Hoover, Ti^en he was
Secretary of^ Commerce stated in an Atlantic
Monthly article for June 1927, 'Our stage
of civilization is not going to depend upon
what we do vhen we work so much as vdiat we
do in our time off. The moral and spiritual
forces of our country do not lose ground in
the hours we are busy and on our jobs, -
their battle time is the time of leisure.
We are organizing the oroduction of leisure.
We need better organization of its consump-
tion. '
"
This thesis will attempt to show the consumption
of leisure time of some of the elementary school chil-
dren in Berkshire County. Our problem is not only to
estimate how much leisure time these rural children
have, but how much of it is spent in wholesome and
worthwhile activities, how much of it is a carry-over
from the school, and how many recreational activities
are provided for by other agencies such as the moving
pictures, the church, the scouts, and other organiza-
tions .
^National Recreation Association, "The New
Leisure Challenges the School", p. 55.
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6CHAPTER I
TYPES OP SCHOOLS AND COITOJNITIES VISITED
Berkshire is the most western county in Massachu-
setts. It borders three States. It is about fifty
miles from its northern boundary line, Vermont, to its
southern boundary line, Connecticut. It varies in width
from about fourteen miles on its northern border to
twenty-five miles on its southern border. New York State
is its western boundary line. Berkshire contains an aree,
of about nine hundred and fifty square miles. It is a
region of wonderful scenery and great historic interest.
The Hoosac range of the Berkshires runs approximately
from north to south and shuts off this section of
Massachusetts from the rest of the State, and the Grey-
lock and Taconic ranges help to Isolate Berkshire County
from New York State. In winter time, when the roads are
slippery, persons with automobiles often go north or
south through the valley, but the majority do not ven-
ture over the mountain ranges to Springfield, Greenfield
and points east, or west over the other mountain ranges
to Albany.
In Berkshire County, hemmed in by moimtain ranges,
there are located thirty towns and two cities. The
largest city, Pittsfield, with a population of 47,516,
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7is located in about the center of the county, while North L
Adams about four miles from the Vermont border and ten j
!
miles from the New York line, is the next largest city, !
with a population of 22,085. When driving conditions are ‘
! i
good, an automobile ride will take the rural people who
live in the hills from their homes to either of these two
j
i
J
cities in an hour or less. Over half of the population of
t
Berkshire county live in rural areas.
j
Authorities disagree as to a definition of a riiral
I
school. New York State has set 4,500 people as a standar<^
!i
for rural population. J. E. Butterworth states in his
book "Rural School Administration", "The term rural
school used^ here Includes all schools below college i
I
grade fovind in areas of 2500 population or less. Rural
education should not be conceived as education only of
those dependent primarily upon agriculture for a living."
Mining, fishing, and lumbering are also Included in
rural occupations. There are many lime quarries in rural !
Berkshire. Mr. Butterworth goes on to say that educa-
tion cannot be limited to the activities of the school.
j
Growth is Influenced by all our experiences, so that no
comprehensive understanding of the factors in the educa-
!|
tive process can be had without taking into consideration
the out-of-school environment.
For the purpose of this thesis the rural school is
j
^ J. E. Butterworth, "Rural School Administration." j
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not defined in terms of population, but in terms of the
school environment. The term rural school is here con-
sidered as any school, graded or ungraded, which is dis-
tinctly rural in relation to the community. It is
usually lacking in equipment and conveniences but it need
not necessarily be found lacking these factors. Schools
of both types are pictured in this survey; schools with-
out any conveniences, and rural schools that are up to
high city standards.
The relation of the school to the rest of the tovm
or community, and the nearness of the school to the
community house, town hall, or the large city with its
commercialized entertainment is significant if one is to
get a true picture of rural conditions and their in-
fluence upon the children.
The twenty-one rural schools surveyed for this
study were located in the towns of Adams, Clarksburg,
Cheshire, Dalton, Great Barrington, Lanesborough, Mount
Washington, New Ashford, Otis, Richmond, Sandisfield,
Savoy, West Stockbridge and Williamstown.
The only rural school in the town of Adams is
called the "Bowen's Corner" School. It is located in
the country away from a settlement of any sort. This
one-room building, housing five grades has no modern
sanitary conveniences of any kind, is lacking in class-
room equipment, and even a decent sized, well surfaced
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playground although it is surrounded by fields and woods.
The only house visible from the school is about a
quarter of a mile away. However, this school is only
three miles from the town of Adams, the largest town in
Berkshire county.
The Briggsville school in Clarksburg is located in
the center of the town and near the woolen mill which
gives employment to the majority of townsfolk. In this
school which acts as a community center, are held all
types of community meetings, dances, card parties, and
political rallies. The village church also occasionally
offers entertainment as well as religious Instruction.
The Center School in Clarksburg, contrary to its name,
is located about two miles away from the business center
of the town, in another small settlement. Prom here,
i
the people go to the Briggsville School for their com-
munity parties. Both of these schools, housing three or
more grades in a room, have furnace heat, electricity,
and modern toilet facilities, and each is located about
three miles from the city of North Adams.
Located on a main highway, yet lacking all modern
conveniences, is the Hook School of Cheshire. When
visited on a cold and frosty morning in November, it was
discovered that this school's only means of ventilation
was the door, for all its windows had been made air
tight by the addition of storm panes. The school is
only f Ive miles away from the town of Adam^, but ten
I
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miles by auto from the village of Cheshire, a typical
rural New England settlement, with a store or two, a !
church or two, and a few houses. Affairs of community in-
terest take place in the townhall above the public
library. This town, once famous for its cheeses, is now
|
famous for its lime quarries.
The East Street School of Dalton is located in a
small settlement, about three miles from the main village,
I
the third largest town in Berkshire County. This pict-
j
uresque town boasts of a fine community house with a gym-
naslum and a swimming pool, the gift of the wealthy Crane ll
'
I
residents, who made a fortune in a paper mill located near
li
the center of the town. The East Street school, however,
is a typical rural school, in that it lacks modern con-
veniences, and has five grades in one room. This school
I
{I
is situated about three miles from the main town.
|
i
»
Great Barrington, the second largest tovm in
{
I
Berkshire County, is divided into several smaller commu-
|
nities. In two of these settlements two rural school werel'
selected for this survey, namely, the Van Dusen and the
j
Seekonk. Both schools which lie in opposite directions
j
I.
from the main town, are miles apart from each other, and 'I
yet only three miles from the center of this very beauti-
|
I
ful yet very busy New England town. The study of the
|
occupation of the children’s parents in these two ^
schools, revealed that many of them act as chauffeurs,
I
|i
gardeners, or farmers on many of the large and beautiful |l
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The settlement of Mount Washington, with a popula-
|
tion of only sixty-four souls, is the smallest town in !
Berkshire County and the second smallest town in the
j
State. In warm weather. Mount Washington, is a pictur- i
esque summer resort, whose visitors travel to and from
Great Barrington to buy supplies. In the winter time all
this is changed, and the one and only school, which is
situated on top of a narrow mountain dirt road, not far
from the Connecticut line, is closed for three months, be-
cause of its inaccessibility to its seven pupils.
Not far from the city of Pittsfield is found the
town of Lanesborough. Three schools for the purpose of
this study were used in this district. Farthest away
from the village, and part way up the Greylock motintain
road, is the Stone School, presumably so called because
it is made of grey field stones, that were oerhaps once
laboriously hauled out of the pastures. This one room
building, housing seven grades, has the advantage of fur-
nace heat, but otherwise is lacking in modern school
sanitation. The Central and Hall Schools, each of which
is located in the main village, have also been somewhat
modernized, although one of these buildings does not as
yet have running water. In contrast to the rest of the
rural children of this study, the pupils in this tov/n
seemed quite sophisticated, no doubt because of their
proximity to Pittsfield.
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New Ashford is the second smallest town In Berkshire !
I
County, and the third smallest town in the state. The
j
I
school, a typical rural building, is located in the ’
center of the village. A visitor from the State Depart-
ii
ment asked the teacher how near the school was to the
j
nearest settlement. "Why, this is the main settlement, j
this is the center of the town," replied the astonished
ji
teacher.
j|
It seems as if the town of Otis, the most eastern
j{
* y
settlement in this survey, ought to belong to another
county, because it is situated over the Hoosac mountains
,
}
in another valley. The three schools surveyed in this
vicinity were located in East Otis, North Otis, and Otis
jj
II
Center. The little white school in East Otis stands be-
j
side the white village church in a community consisting
(I
of almost a dozen buildings. The North Otis school, in -
contrast to this, while situated on a state highway, is |j
not near any settlement. Both of these ungraded schools,
lacking in modern sanitation, are about five miles away
j|
from the Otis Center school which is located in the i
center of the village. On one side of the Otis Center
school is the church with its spacious yard. At recess
time, the children play in the church yard as well as ini
I
the school yard. Close to the school, on its other side,l
is a building which acts as a community house, town-hall,
and grange. Here are held weekly dances, card parties.
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and grange meetings. The country folk come for miles
around to attend these gatherings.
The town of Richmond, near the Nev/ York boundary
line, serves as a place for gentlemen farmers to experi-
ment with the raising of cattle and vegetables. The
Depot school near the train station, acts as a sort of a
community hall for the village people. As Richmond is
only about eight miles from Pittsfield, its residents
usually drive to town weekly for supplies.
West Stockbridge, close to Richmond, was also once a
thriving mining town. With the dwindling of the iron
ore, the people moved away, so that today the population
of this town is only about a third as large as formerly.
Like many mining towns, its village is not beautiful.
However, its school system, with its consolidated school,
is excellent. School clubs, orgsuiized recess, and a
library near by give these country children advantages
that one does not often see in rural areas. The school
itself is old, but has been modernized to a great extent
except for its outdoor chemical toilets. Residents of
West Stockbridge travel either to Great Barrington or to
Pittsfield for the advantages of larger stores and com-
mercialized entertainment.
The village of Savoy, with its 299 residents is lo-
cated on top of Savoy mountain, in the north-eastern
section of the county. The rural school surveyed in
this district is located on a State highway, about two
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miles from the village. In winter time, the school is
closed, because of its inaccessibility to its pupils.
In the community town hall, in winter time, are held
basket ball games, card parties and dances. However, as
Savoy center is only about eight miles from the t ov/n of
Adams, most of its residents make weekly Saturday pil-
grimages to this town to do their shopping, see their
friends, or to go to the moving picture shows.
A school to \Thich any tov/n or city may point to with
pride is the comparatively recent Broadbrook school of
I
Williarastovm. This brick building, located in the White
!
»
Oaks settlement, about two miles away from Williams
College and the center of Williamstown, is modern and up
to date in every sense of the vord. Having a large audi-
I
torium and stage, the school building acts as a commun-
|
ity house. A live-wire Parent-Teachers Association
helps to create an excellent community spirit in this i
i
settlement. Not so fortunate in equipment is the South
j
Williamstown school, situated in a small community about
five miles from the main village. However, in contrast
to most rural schools, this building is heated by furnace
heat, and not by a stove placed in the center of the
I
room.
j
It is well for the reader to keep a general picture
of all these schools and settlements in mind, if he de-
^
I
sires to obtain a better understanding of this survey. i
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CHAPTER II
SURVEY METHODS AND RESULTS
I
This study v/as made on consecutive Fridays with the
exception of school holidays from October 1935, through
the second week of January 1936. If all the schools had
been surveyed during the same season of the year, that
is, all schools visited in the fall, or all visited in
the winter, the answers might have been different, al-
though the general results would undoubtedly have been
the same
•
Three hundred and twenty-seven children were ques-
tioned, one hundred and eighty-eight boys, and one
hundred and thirty-nine girls. Only elementary school
children of ten years of age and over were consulted*
Each pupil was privately as well as individually ques- '
i
tioned by the Interviewer, and the answers to the ques-
j
tions were written down, not by the child, but by the
person making the study. In making these personal inter-
views, many interesting factors which might otherwise
have been missed were brought to the observation of the
questioner. On the average it took about twelve minutes
to survey each child.
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Table II Survey According to Grades
Boys Girls
Grade 3 4 1
Grade 4 21 11
Grade 5 47 38
Grade 6 46 25
Grade 7 44 30
Grade 8 26 34
Total 188 139
Table III Survey According to Age
Boys Girls
Age 10 48 42
Age 11 41 22
Age 12 31 32
Age 13 36 24
Age 14 22 12
Age 15 8 6
Age 16 1 1
Age 17 1 0
I88 139
To prove a hypothesis it was thought best to deter-
mine how many of these children lived on farms where they
might have chores to do, so the first question dealt with
the occupations of their father or guardian. The parents
of eighty-one or almost 25 per cent of the children made
their living on farms. Other children lived on small
farms, but their parents earned their living in other
ways, so of course in this classificiation, could not be
listed as farmers. One boy remarked, have a couple oJ
calves, a few hens, a horse, and four cov/s to milk, but
my father’s not a farmer. He works in the quarry.”
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Table IV Principal Occupations of Parents
P'armer 81
Factory worker.. 53
Quarry v/orker 23
! Store clerk 15
Road worker 14
Housekeeper 13
ji Carpenter 12
W.P.A 12
G. E. Company worker 10
Mechanic 7
Railroad worker..... 7
Garage v;orker 7
Table V Occupations of Parents Arranged
Alphabetically
Baker 2
Bird house maker 2
;!
Blacksmith 1
Bus driver 2
Carpenter... 12
||
Chauffeur 3
1 Contractor 1
Doctor 2
Electrician 2
Expressman 1
j Farmer 81
!! Fireman 1
Factory worker 53
Garage worker 7
j
Gardener 2
I
General Electric Co. worker 10
Housekeeper 13
:| Insurance man 1
I
Janitor 1
;{
Jobber 1
;;
Laborer 3
Lumberman 3
Mail carrier 2
Mechanic 7
ii Milkman 4
Minister. 2
Nurse.. 1
I
Peddler 4
Plumber 3
Quarry worker 23
Railroad worker 7
Roadworker 14
Roofer 1
Salesman 4
Store clerk 15
Telephone man 1

B
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Table V Continued
Teacher 1
Toolmaker. 1
Treeman. 5
Truck driver 5
Unemployed 8
Unknown 2
WPA or ERA
Total 327
The number of children in the family is also of in-
terest in a rural recreational survey. Chapter 2 in "A
Study of Rural Society" is devoted exclusively to a study
of the size of rural families.
"Children are found almost xmiversally
in larger^ proportions in the rural, es-
pecially the farm, than in the urban popu-
lation.
For the nation as a whole, only 2.7 per cent
of city families have four or more children
under ten years of age compared with 4.8 per
cent of rural non-farm families, and 7.7 per
cent of the rural farm families. The pre-
sence of children, of course conditions the
social life of the rural family."
In the families of selected areas in Berkshire
County, mentioned in this study, the average number of
children with whom these boys and girls may play is 3.9
children per family. Only two boys and two girls said
they had no one with whom to play, although each of
twenty-nine children reported that he or she was the
only child in the family. One little girl said, "she
had no near neighbors with whom to play, but played with
^olb & Brunner, "A Study of fhiral Society."
pp . 30 , 32
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the baby or the dog. In the follov/ing table no attempt
|
has been made to find out how many of these children
|
had, married brothers or sisters, or other children who were
;i
too old or too young to take an active part in play.
j
Table VI Number of Children in Families Under
Investigation
29 are only children.
43 have 1 other child in the family.
1
50 have 2 other children in the fsimily
.
51 have 3 other children in the family.
43 have 4 other children in the family.
1
21 have 5 other children in the family.
' 27 have 6 other children in the family.
^ 26 have 7 other children in the family.
1
17 have 8 other children in the family.
11 have 9 other children in the family.
: 3 have 10 » children in the family.
i
2 have 11 II children in the fam ily
1 3 have 12 II children in the family.
1 have 13 II children in the family.
In order to determine whether or not the children had'
!
any play time, or whether they were burdened with hours , !
I
.
of travel to and from school, and with chores after they
got home from school, they were asked the following ques
tlons: (1) How near school do you live? (2) Do you walk
or ride to school? (3) What did you do yesterday from
I,
r
I,
the close of school until supper time, and from after
supper until you went to bed? It was felt that the
answer to this last question would give a very true pic
ture of what children did after school was dismissed.
Given enough children, one could easily determine how
many of them had to work and how many of them had time
to play.
I
I
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The following figures will give a summary to the
questions pertaining to hov/ near school children live.
i
i
i
I
1
and methods of transportation to and from school.
140 children
102 "
live more than a mile away from school.
” about l/2 a mile from school.
” very near school.
252
41
5
29
walk to school,
come on the school bus.
ride bicycles to school,
come by automobile
From the above figures it will be seen that although
140 children out of a total of 327 live more than a mile
)
away from school, only 41 are transported by the school
bus, and therefore 99 children have to walk or provide
other means of transportation. Assuming that 29 of these
j
j
remaining 99 children come by automobile, Mshich is pro- i
bably not wholly the case, 70 of them are left to walk at
least a mile each way to school. This takes away twenty
minutes of their play time after school.
I
Table VII Distance Children Live From School
|
1
More than a About l/2 !
mile away a mile very near
Adams Bowen Corner 5 3
Clarksburg Briggsville 7 20 15
Cheshire Hook 8 7 1
Clarksburg Center 14 1 6
Dalton East St. 1 2
Great
Barrington Seekonk 5 4
Lanesboro Central 8 7 10

Table VII Continued
More than About l/2 Very
a mile away a mile near
Lanesboro Hall 11 1 10
Lanesboro Stone 8 8 2
Mt . Wash-
ington Mt . Washington 1
New Ashford 6 1
Otis East Otis 4 3 1
Otis Otis Center 6 3 4
Otis North Otis 6 2
Richmond Depot 10 3
Sandlsfield Beach Plain 2
Savoy Cherry Hill 6 4
W. Stock-
bridge Consolidated 19 26 22
Wllllams-
town Broadbrook 7 8 4
Wllliams-
town S. Wmstown 6 0. 1
Total 140 122 85
Table VIII Method of Transportation to and
School
From
Town School Walk Bus Auto Bicycle
Adams Bowens Corner 8
Clarksburg Briggsville 40 1 1
Cheshire Center 20 1
Cheshire Hook 16
Dalton East Street 3
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Table VIII Method of Transportation to and From
School
26
Town School Walk Bus Auto Bicycle
Gt . Barr-
ington Seekonk 7 2
Van Deusen 8
Lanesboro Central 16 4 4 1
Hall 13 4 4 1
Stone 15 1 2
Mt . Wash-
ington Mt . Washington 1
New Ashford Nev; Ashford 4 3
Otis East Otis 4 2 2
Otis Center 7 6
North Otis 8
Richmond Depot 10 3
Sandersfield Beach Plain 1 1
Savoy Cherry Hill 3 7
W, Stockbridge Consolidated 52 15
Williamstown Broadbrook 16 1 2
South
Williamstovm 1 6
Total 252 41 29 5
In answer to the third question, ”What did you do
yesterday from the close of school until supper time, andj
I
from after supper until bedtime?” one hundred and twenty-^
I
three boys or 64 per cent reported that they had to do
farm chores o The chore which w as mentioned the most
I
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^
often was chopping or sawing wood and bringing it into i
the house. Strange to say, most of the sixty-nine boys
j,
I
who reported this chore said that they enjoyed chopping 1
wood, but that they "hated” to saw wood, and they didn’t
^
I
like piling it in the v/oodshed. Practically all of the
|
,
i
thirty-six boys who reported milking (from one to eight
cows) "yesterday” also disliked this task. Other chores
|
i|
i
which were mentioned often were driving the cattle to
I
and from the pasture, watering and bedding the live- i
stock, cleaning out the stable or hen house, feeding
ii
poultry, cutting corn, digging potatoes, and picking
|
apples. Only twelve girls reported having farm chores to
i
do, and only one reported having to milk.
j
One hundred and seven girls or almost 75 per cent
|
had to help with the housework. The type of work most
often reported was doing the dishes and helping to get
!
the meals, although washing floors, windows, sweeping
\
I
and dusting were mentioned fairly often. Thirty-six
|j
boys or almost 14 per cent reported as having to help witlt,
j
the housework, and their tasks were about the same as thei
i
girls.
I
Table IX The Amount of Actual Play Time Yesterday
Boys Per cent Oirls Per^
cent
No chores or work to do 39 20.75
-2 .01
No work to do before supper 10 .05 19 13.6
No work to do after supper 80 42.00 32 23.00
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Table IX Continued Per
Bovs Per cent Girls cent
No time for any play 7 .03 1 .007
No time for play before sup-
per 45 23.80 1 .007
No t Ime for play after sup-
per 2 .01 5 .03
From the above table it will be seen that only seven
boys out of one hundred and eighty-eight and one girl
out of one hundred and thirty-nine actually had no play-
time "yesterday.” From this one might deduce that rural
children do have chores or tasks to do, but that they
also have about an average amount of leisure time. It
should also be mentioned that work in this table not only
includes chores but preparing lessons for school, and tak
Ing care of the baby. The difference between play and
work has always been a much debated question. This
point will be discussed more in detail in a later chapter
Table X Most Frequent Activities of Boys "Yesterday"
Farm chores
Listened to radio
Read books or magazines
Football
Studied.
Housework
Read newspapers
Visited friends or relatives
Errands
Just sat or "fooled around".
Played with friends
Baseball
Card games
Played with toys.
Hide and seek
123
.
81
71
32
31
26
25
18
17
16
15
13 :
13 i
13
9
1
The above table of the fifteen most frequent activi-
ties of boys "yesterday" needs some explanation. Elemen-
tary school boys do not actually play the same type of
football that older boys do, but to the participants it
is football. The same is true of baseball, which in the
above includes all types of baseball from One-old cat to
the more complex gajne . There are not many rural areas
where enough children could get together to actually have
a real game.
|
"Just sat or fooled around" is listed separately
from "played with friends" because the children them-
selves insisted that there was a difference. The former
j
is aimless play while the latter is play with a purpose;
for example, seeing how far one can jump, or who can hit
yonder tree three times out of five, or who can make the
biggest pile of leaves, or who can balance himself the
best on top of the fence. The children v/ere sometimes
hazy about some of the things which they did, but they I
assured the questioner that they played, they "didn't
just fool around."
As one might expect the girl’s activities varied
from the boy’s in some respects, although not as much as
some might think. If one substitutes housework for farm
chores, the first three activities are the same for girls
as well as boys. Six other activities in the following
table are also listed as the most frequent activities of
the boys
.
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Table XI Most Frequent Activities of Girls
"Yesterday”
Housework 107
Read books or magazines 78
Listened to the radio.... 49 !
Visited friends or relatives 18
Took care of the baby.. 17
Winter sports (skating, skiing, sliding) 16
Played school 14 '
Farm chores 12
Club meeting 11 i
Played with friends 9
Just sat or ”fooled”around” 8
Played dolls 8
Baseball 7
Hide and -seek 7
Read the newspaper. 7
Sewed 7
The following examples, two of boys and two of girls
picked at random from different schools, are to show whati'
!
children actually did yesterday. By actually searching
through t he papers of the survey, one might find stories
much more interesting than the samples given, but in each
I
case these examples happened to be the first paper from
each school, and were not selected because of any specific
value
.
C. J. is tv/elve years old and in the sixth grade.
After he arrived home from school on the bus he "fed the
chickens, got wood, watered the cows, fed the horses,
milked two cows, and had supper.” Then he "read the
paper and then played cards."
G. E. is eleven years old and only in the third
grade. "Yesterday, I fed the chickens, gathered the
eggs, milked the cows and then brought them to pasture.
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Had supper at six o'clock. Then I strained the milk,
read and then played tag and ball with my brother. I
went t o bed about eight .
"
L. T. is a twelve year old girl who is in the
seventh grade. Her father is a baker. "Yesterday after
school I helped in the bakery, then set the table while
listening to the radio. After supper I did the dishes,
put a puzzle together, read a book and then did my home-
work for school. I went to bed at nine."
B. P. is thirteen and in the seventh grade. "After
school yesterday, I practiced the piano, played with the
dog, and then put on a bicycle tire. After supper I did
the dishes, sev/ed and practiced."
Table XII Activities of Boys "Yesterday" From the
Close of School Until Bed Time
Auto ride 6
Baseball 13
Beano 2
Card games... 13
Checkers 5
Cleaned or fixed auto 3
Club meeting 2
Dominoes 2
Drev/ and painted pictures 4
Entertained friends or relatives 3
Errands 17
Farm chores... 123
Fixed bicycle 3
Fixed tools for 4-H Club 1
Fixed sled 1
Football 32
Helped father with work other than farm chores 2
Hide and seek 9
Hiked 4
Hide the thimble 1
Horseback riding 3
Housework 26
Just sat or fooled around 16

Table XII Continued
Kick the can 3
Listened to the radio..... 81
Made candy 1
Made skating rink 1
Made telephone 1
Made windmill. 1
Marbles 1
Peddled papers.... 6
Piano lesson...... 1
Played with friends 15
Played in shack 1
Played school. 2
Played with toys 13
Popped corn 1
Practiced tap dancing... 1
Practiced music lesson 2
Raced 1
Raked leaves 1
Read books or magazines 71
Read newspapers 25
Release 1
Sang songs 1
Shoveled snow 1
Skinned skunk 1
Studied 51
Took bath 1
Took care of baby 2
Used typev/riter 1
Visited friends or relatives 18
Watched basketball game 1
Watched others work. 2
Went "down street” or ”to town” 4
Went nutting 1
Went to barber...... 1
Went to dentist 1
Went to library...... 3
Winter sports (skated, skied) 7
Worked for pay. 4
Worked in father's store 1
Table XIII Activities of Girls "Yesterday” From
the Close of School Until Bedtime.
Auto ride 5
Baseball 7
Beano 1
Buried cat 1
Card games 6
Choir rehearsal 1
Club meeting. 11
Cooked ”for fun” 1
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Table XIII Continued
Curled hair 1
Cut out pictures. 3
Crocheted. 1
Drew or colored pictures 5
Dodge ball 5
Errands 6
Farm chores.... 12
Football. 5
Guessing games 1
Helped father in store 3
Hide and seek 7
Hiking 2
Hopscotch 4
Housework 107
Jigsaw puzzles 4
Just sat or fooled around 8
Knitted 1
Listened to father play the violin 1
Listened to radio 49
Old lady witch 1
Peddled papers. 1
Picked flowers 1
Piano lesson 1
Played with friends 9
Played dolls 8
Played house 1
Played school 14
Played victrola 4
Played with toys 2
Played with pets 3
Popped corn 1
Practiced music lesson 6
Put on bicycle tire 1
Ring around the rosy 1
Rode bicycle 1
Rode pony 1
Sewed 7
Sold articles from house to house 2
Tag 4
Take care of baby 17
Tap the old man on the back. 1
Tom Tom pull away 1
Visited friends or relatives. 18
Watched other work (carpenter) 3
Went to library 1
Went to town or "down street” 4
Winter sports (skating, skiing, sliding 16
Vtfound yarn 1
Wrote letter 1
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As a further check on the after school or out-of-
school activities of these children, they were asked in
addition t o the questions already discussed, to name some
other things which they often did after school, but which
they did not do was suggested that they
think of other seasons of the year than the present one;
but with the exception of swimming, the activities men-
tioned were practically the same. Although a greater
number of games and sports were mentioned, baseball,
which was out of season, and football, headed the list
of activities for the boys. This is in accordance with
the study of recreational activities of children which
Lehman and Witty made. Their data showed that baseball
and football are the two favorite activities of boys and
young men. As might be expected, more girls mentioned
playing dolls, or school or house, although these did not
head the list of favorites.
Table XIV Favorite Out-Of-School Activities of Boys
in Which They Did Not Participate "Yesterday**
Baseball 83
Football 51
Winter sports (sliding, skiing, skating) 40
Card games 39
Hide and seek 30
Tag 24
Checkers 23
Reading 22
Swimming 19
Cowboys and Indians 15
Dominoes 15
Basketball 14
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Table XV Favorite Out-of-School Activities of Girls
in Which They Did Not Participate "Yesterday’^
Card games 34
Tag 34
Sewing 26
Playing school ...» 25
Playing dolls 23
Winter sports (skating or sliding) 19
Reading 18
Playing house 16
Dodge ball 15
Football 14
Checkers 14
Visiting friends or relatives 13
The kind of football that these girls played was
probably not very strenuous. Some of them mentioned that
it was much easier to catch a football than a hard base-
ball, providing the boys threw it to them.
As has been mentioned in an earlier paragraph, the
favorite play of children which is shovm in the preceding
tables, is practically the same as what children did
"yesterday'*
»
This proves the theory of the writer, that
checking what children did "yesterday” is the same as
what they usually do every day.
Table XVI After School Activities of Boys Which Were
Not Performed Yesterday
Auto riding
Any bears out tonight?
Baseball
Basketball
Bat ball
Beano
Boating
Build bird houses . . . .
.
Build shack or cabin.
Card games ............
Checkers
Chess . . '
Choir Rehearsal
3
1
83
14
2
3
5
1
3
39
22
1
1
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Table XVI Continued
Climb trees 1
Club meetings 3
Cops and robbers 11
Cowboys and Indians 15
Cut out pictures 1
Darts 1
Dodge ball 7
Dominoes 15
"Down Street" 1
Draw 1
Farm or house chores 12
Fishing 6
Fix up den 1
Football 51
Fox and geese 2
Golf 1
Go to library 1
Hide and seek 30
Hike 2
Hill dill 1
Hunt 5
Jigsaw puzzles 1
Kick the can 1
Make a garden 1
Marbles 2
Movies 1
Parchessi 2
Paper route 1
Pick berries 1
Play with b b gun 2
Play with pets 1
Play with toys 4
Pom Pom pull away 1
Prisoner's ball........ 1
Prisoner's base 3
Radio 8
Read 20
Red light 2
Red rover 1
Ride bicycle... 6
Ride pony or horse 3
Roll tires. 1
Run sheep run 1
Run races 2
Soccer 1
Stamp collection.......... 2
Swim 19
Swing in swing 1
Tag 24
Tap the finger 3
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Table XVI Continued
Tennis • 1
Tenpins 1
Trapping. 3
Volley ball. 1
Visit friends 4
Whittle 1
Winter sports 40
Table XVII After School Activities of Girls V/hich
Yifere Not Performed ’’Yesterday”
Baseball 8
Basketball 2
Bat ball 2
Beano 2
Bookkeeping for father 1
Card games 34 |
Cat and rat 1
Checkers .14
Chess 3
Choir rehearsal... 1
Cook 11
Cops and robbers 1
Crochet 1
Cut out pictures 1
Dodge ball 15
Dog and bone. 1
Dominoes .11
Errands 3
Football 14
Go to 4-H Club 2
Go to library 2
Go to the Y 2
Hide and seek..... .36
Hiking 21
Hopscotch 3
Housework 14
Jackstones 1 |
Jump rope 3
Kick the can 3
Knit 1
Leap frog 1
Magic circle 1
Movies 4
Nutting 4
Play dolls 23
Play house 16
Play in barn 1
Play school 25
Practice 4
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Table XVII Continued
Race 2
Radio 6
Read 18
Red light 2
Red rover 1
Run sheep run 2
Ride bicycle... 3
Sew. 26
Slag ball 2
Squirrel in the trees..... 1
Study. 4
Swimming 6
Tag 34
Tap the old man on the back 1
Three deep 1
Visit friends or relatives 13
Volley ball 1
Watch father milk. 1
Winter sports (sliding and skating) 19
Work in flower garden... 1
Nothing different 3 i
It has been thought that many people who do not
I have to go to work on Saturday and Sunday, relax and play
jj
on Friday nights and over the double holiday, and often
I
I
perform activities different from what they usually do
I
the rest of the week, when they have special work or
duties to which they must attend. In order to find out '
whether this was true of the children in this study, they
were asked the following questions: (1) What do you do
j
on Friday evenings that you don’t do other evenings?
i
I
I
(2) What did you do last Saturday, in the morning, the
afternoon, and the evening? (3) What did you do last
Sunday, in the morning, the afternoon, and in the evening'!
j
The answers to each of these questions will be discussed
in turn.
I
i
I
ij One hundred and forty-one children or 43 per cent I
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said that they did nothing different on Friday night
from any other school night. Most of the children said
that they stayed up later some of the time, but not al-
ways. Although the figures on the following page in-
dicate that only eighty-seven or about 26 per cent of
the children stayed up later, it is felt that this is
not accurate, and the percentage should be s omewhat
larger. Whether these boys and girls stayed up later or
not depended upon what they usually did. They might
have stayed up later to read and to study or they might
have gone to bed at the usual time. In this study only
those children who definitely said that they made a prac
tice of going to bed at a later hour, are marked as
’’stayed up later”.
Many of the children did something different on
Friday night such as "go out with the fellows" or make
candy, or stay over night at a friend ^s house. Choir
rehearsal, scout meeting, and square dances came only
on Friday nights, and whether these children would have
attended these affairs on other school day nights is not
known. The boys seemed to have no special work to do on
Friday nights in preparation for Saturday, whereas one
girl said she made bread every Friday night, four girls
did housework, so they would not have so much cleaning
to do on Saturday. The Friday night activities of boys
and girls are quite similar as will be noted in the
following tables.

Table XVIII Friday Night Activities of Boys
Nothing different 83
Stay up later 45
Scout meeting 21
Go to town or ”go out with the fellows" 12
Moving pictures 10
Visit friends or relatives 9
Listen to the radio... 8
Attend square dances 5
Sliding or skating 5
Read 4
Play cards 5
Study 3
Basketball. 1
Coon hunting 1
Football 1
Make jigsaw puzzles 1
Paint pictures...... 1
Stay over night with a friend 1
Table XVIX Friday Night Activities of Girls
Nothing different 59
Stay up later 42
Visit friends or relatives 17
Go to square dances 8
Read 7
Listen to the radio 6
Choir rehearsal 5
Housework 6
Moving pictures 4
Study. 5
Sew 4
Cards 3
Go to town 3
Make candy. 2
Parlor gsimes 2
Cut out pictures 1
Entertain friends 1
Draw 1
Piano lesson. 1
Stay over night with a friend 1
Write poetry 1
From the study of week-end activities, it was found
that the majority of rural children do about the same
things on Saturday and Sunday, that they do on school

41
days. As might be expected, the few exceptions were going
to the movies, going to church, and reading the Sunday
funny paper. Several of the children said that they saved
the weekly ’’funnies” to read on Sunday when they had more
time. It is interesting too, to note that more boys than
girls read the entire Sunday paper. Boys are interested
not only in the comic strips but also the sports and the
actual news.
Six boys who had to do chores on school days had no
chores on Saturday, and s till fewer of them had farm
tasks on Sunday. Fathers, and older brothers who did not
have to go to town to work, relieved the boys of these
daily duties. Only about half as many girls had to do
housework on Sunday as on a school day, but Saturday
chores and school-day housework were almost equal, which
proves the old adage women’s work is never done.
Over the week-end children found more time to do
what they v/ere interested in. More boys found time for
hunting and trapping, and more girls found time for
visiting and enjoying winter sports.
From a study of the activities one might also ob-
serve that 25 per cent of the boys went to the movies on
Saturday, whereas only 14 per cent of the girls went to
the picture show. The girls being more social, did more
visiting with friends and relatives.
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Table XX Activities in Which Boys Most Frequently
Participated "Last Saturday"
Farm chores 117
Moving pictures. 47
Read books or magazines 47
Listened to the radio 36
Football 40
Visited friends or relatives... 36
Housework 27
Auto ride 13
Read nev/spaper 13
Hiked 13
Hunting and trapping 13
Errands 12
Just fooled or "sat around" 12
Card games 10
Making things 10
Table XXI Activities in Which Boys Most I're-
quently Participated "Last Sunday"
Church or Sunday School 116
Read the S-unday funny paper 75
Listened to the radio 69
Farm chores 60
Visited friends or relatives 54
Auto ride 31
Read books or magazines 29
Read entire Sunday paper 17
Played with friends 17
Winter sports, sliding, skiing 27
Football 16
Watched football game 16
Card games 14
Studied 10
Tag 10
Table XXII Activities in ^Vhich Girls Most
Frequently Participated "Last Saturday
Housework 110
Read books or magaziries 43
Visited friends or relatives 42
Listened to the radio 37
V\/ent to t own or "dovm street". 23
Winter sports 22
Played with friends 21
Went to the movies 20
Played house and played dolls 16
Took care of baby 16
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Table XXII Continued
Errands 11
Hiking 11
Farm chores 10
Sewed. 10
Table XXIII Activities in Which Cxirls Most
Frequently Participated "Last Sunday"
Church 97
Housework • 61
Listened to radio 46
Read books or magazines 36
Visited friends or relatives 36
Read the Sunday funny paper 36
Hiked or went walking 22
Auto riding 20
Winter sports 16
Played with friends 11
Entertained friends in house. 10
Took care of baby 9
Cards 7
Farm chores 7
Just sat or "fooled around" 7
Studied 7
Went to the moving pictures 7
Major Bowes was the favorite Sunday radio program
of these children, whereas Popeye v;as the favorite week-
day program. Those who did not have radios in their
homes, often visited the neighbors to listen to theirs.
The illustration of week-end activities mentioned
in the next few paragraphs were selected, as typifying
the average week-end activities of the children recalled
exactly all that they had done eight or nine days ago.
It would be an arduous task for any one to recall in de-
tail just what he had done in the morning, the afternoon,
or the evening eight days ago, and so from the children
there were many answers "I don’t remember" to at least

part of the day. If the children were informed Just what
kind of a day or a week-end it had been, whether it was
stormy, warm, pleasant, or cold, the children found it
easier to remember some of the things they had done.
P. A. a fourteen year old boy in the seventh grade,
stays up later on Friday evenings to work on his stamp
collection and listen to the radio. "Last Saturday"
morning he went hunting for about an hour; in the after-
noon he worked for a farmer and got paid for it. In the
evening he worked on his stamp collection. His ambition
is to be a stamp collector. On Sunday morning he read
the funny section in the paper, listened to the radio,
and in the afternoon and early evening he again worked
for a neighboring farmer.
K. D. who is thirteen and in the seventh grade is
much more social. He usually "goes out with the fellows"
on Friday evenings. They often play Release. On Satur-
day he made a yard for his bantums, and then he hiked in
the woods with his "boy-friend." In the afternoon he
"visited another fellow" and they made a harness for the
dog. In the evening he read and listened to the radio.
On Sunday after feeding the hens, he went to church. In
the afternoon he visited his cousins and "played tag and
other games." In the evening he listened to Major Bowes.
J. A. is thirteen and in the eighth grade. He does
"nothing special" on Friday evenings, unless he has a
"good" book, and then he sits up late and reads. "Last
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Saturday” he did chores all the morning, chopped wood
after milking the cow and cleaning the barn. He played
football all the afternoon, and in the evening he
visited his married sister. On Sunday he did the usual
chores and then went to church. When he got home from
church he read the "funnies.” In the afternoon he
visited and played football in the snow. He doesn’t re-
member what he did in the evening, but if he had "lots
of time,” he'd "play more football and do some hunting.”
L. T. whose father is a baker has been mentioned
earlier in this study. On Friday evenings she works in
the bakery. Last Saturday morning she went to church,
came home anc cleaned the house and mopped the floors.
In the afternoon she went to the library club meeting,
then played dodge-ball and "they took a walk.” In the
evening she went shopping with her sister and then came
home and read. On Sunday she went to church. In the
afternoon she watched some workmen repair the well. In
the evening she entertained visitors until 9:30. They
"just talked.”
Another girl, B.H., is thirteen years old and in
the eighth grade. She stays up later on Friday evenings
to listen to the radio. "Last Saturday" in the morning
she helped her mother clean the house. After dinner she
went skiing, and in the evening after doing the supper
dishes she gave "the younger children their baths” and
then listened to the radio. On Sunday she went to churdi
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and Sunday School, and in the afternoon she visited a
friend and went skiing, came home and listened to the
radio before going to bed.
H. R. who is twelve and in the sixth grade makes
bread every Friday night, "Last Saturday" she helped
with the housework, then got dinner. After doing the
dinner dishes she read until it was time to get supper.
In the evening she sewed. On Sunday she "helped get
breakfast, then did the dishes and other household chores.
After getting the dinner and doing the dishes, she went
sliding. In the evening she se?/ed, embroidered and
darned stockings. She hopes to be a nurse when she
grows up.
Table XXIV Activities of Boys "Last Saturday"
Auto riding 13
Baseball 5
Basketball, 1
Beano 3
Bicycle riding 5
Boating 1
Boy Scout meeting 4
Caddy on golf links 1
Card games 10
Checkers 2
Cops and robbers 3
Dominoes 1
Don't remember 15
Drew pictures 1
Dug well 1
Entertained company 1
Errands 12
Farm chores 117
Fishing, 3
Football 40
Helped father shingle house 1
Helped neighbor, 7
Housework 27
Hide and seek 4

Table XXIV Continued
Hiked or went for walk
Horseback riding
Hunting
Just fooled or "sat around"
Kick the can
Listened to radio..
Made bow and arrow.
Made Christinas wreaths
Made dog harness
Made moss garden
Made rabbit coop
Made shack or cabin
Marbles
Mended wheelbarrow
Painted
Peddled papers
Played around (in sand, leaves, snow, etc.)
Picked ferns
Played in shack
Played With pets
Played with toys
Practiced music lesson.
Put puzzle together
Read books
Read newspapers or magazines
Red rover
Release
Repair auto
Repair bicycle
Repair cart
Roller skated.
Sang songs
Sick in bed
Skated
Skied
Sold eggs
Studied
Tag
Took bath
Took music lesson
Took tap dancing lesson
Took nap
To bed early
Trapping
Visited friends or relatives
V/atched basketball or football game
Watched father work
Went to church
Went to library.
Went to moving pictures
Went to party
Went to Y.M.C.A

Table XXIV Continued
Whittled
Worked for pay.
Worked on stamp collection
Table XXV Activities of Girls "Last Saturday”
Auto riding
Baseball.
Batball
Beano
Cards
Checkers
Church
Club meeting
Cooked for fun
Cops and robbers -
Crocheted
Dancing
Dentist
Dodge-ball
Don’t remember
Entertained friends or relatives.
Errands
Farm chores
Football
Hand tennis
Hide and seek
Hiking
Hopscotch
Housework
Just fooled or ”sat around”
Kick the can
Knitted
Leap frog
Library club
Listened to radio
Made toy telephones
Old lady witch
Painted pictures
Paper and pencil games
Played with friends
Played dolls
Played house
Played school
Played store
Played victrola.
Played with pets.
Played with toys other than dolls
Practiced music lesson
Practiced tap dancing
4
7
2
3
7
1
6
3
5
1
1
2
4
2
17
6
11
10
2
1
8
11
1
110
4
1
1
1
8
37
1
1
2
1
21
8
8
7
1
4
1
4
5
1

Table XXV Continued
Read books 43
Read magazines and newspapers 3
Rode pony 1
Sang songs 1
SeY/ed. 10
Sick in bed 2
Shopped. 7
Skated 8
Skied 6
Sliding or coasting ‘ 14
Studied 4
Tag 8
Took bath 4
Took care of baby 16
Took music lesson 1
To bed early 5
Trapping 1
Visited friends or relatives 42
Volleyball 1
Watched football game 1
Watched other work 3
Went to carnival 2
Vi^ent to library 2
Yifent to moving pictures 20
Went to party 2
Went to square dance 1
Went to town or "dovm s treetV 23
Table XXVI Activities of Boys "Last Sunday"
Auto riding 31
Baseball 8
Beano 1
Boating. 1
Gaddy on golf links 1
Card games 14
Checkers 4
Church 116
Climbed trees 1
Colored pictures 3
Cooked. 1
Cops and robbers 2
Cowboys 1
Cranberrylng 1
Danced 1
Dominoes 3
Don’t remember 28
Drew pictures 2
Entertained company 4
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Table XXVI Continued
Errands 5
Exercised horse • 2
Farm chores 60
Fished through ice 2
Fixed sled 1
Fixed stamp collection 1
Football 16
Froze icecream for dinner 1
Helped father with work other than chores 3
Helped with housework 9
Helped neighbor with chores 5
Hiked 1
Hide and seek 6
Hung around street corner 1
Hunting 2
Just fooled or "sat around".. 8
Jumped and played in hay 1
Listened to radio 69
Made aeroplane 1
Made chicken coop 1
Made rabbit houses 1
Made skating rink.. 1
Mended barn. 1
Mended sewing machine 1
Peddled papers 2
Played with fr^ ends 17
Played harmonica 1
Played pool at friend’s house 1
Played school. 1
Played with pets 5
Played with toys 9
Played victrola 2
Pushed down rotten trees 1
Put puzzles together 1
Head books or magazines 29
Read entire Sunday paper 17
Read Sunday "funnies" 75
Ring around the rosy 1
Rode bicycle... 3
Running games 2
Sick in bed 1
Studied 10
Tag 10
Teedle-board 1
Took bath 3
Took care of baby 2
Took nails out of boards 1
Took nap. 2
Trapping 3
To bed early 3
Visited friends or relatives 54
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Table XXVI Continued
Visited auto wreck 3
Wat ched football game 16
Went "down street" 3
Went to moving pictures 4
Went to party 2
Went to picnic 2
Went to "shack" 3
Winter sports 27
Worked on cabin 1
Worked for pay 1
Table XXVII Activities of Clrls "Last Sunday"
Auto riding. 20
Baseball 2
Cards 7
Church 97
Cops and robbers. 1
Cut out pictures of movie stars 1
Don't remember 21
Dominoes 1
Drew pictures 2
Entertained friends.... 10
Errands 4
Farm chores 7
Fixed fingernails 1
Fooled or sat around 7
H^de and s eek 6
H^de the thimble 1
Hiked or walked 22
Hill Dill 1
Hopscotch 1
Housework 61
Listened to radio 46
Made a swing 1
Played around with friends... 11
Played dolls 6
Played house 2
Played school 5
Played store 1
Played victrola 5
Played with pets 1
Played with toys (not including dolls) 1
Popped corn 2
Practiced music lesson 1
Pressed leaves 1
Raked leaves 1
Read books or magazines. 36
Read entire Sunday paper 5
Read Sunda^^ "funnies". 35
Rode pony 1
University
j&ooX of Educu-tioi
^ Library
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Table XXVII Continued
Sang songs 1
Sick in bed 2
Sewed 6
Skiing 4
Sliding or coasting 12
Studied 7
Tag 3
Toasted marshmallows 1
To bed early 2
Took care of baby 9
Took bath 3
Took nap 3
Visited friends or relatives 36
V/atched farm workers 2
Watched football game 4
Went to dentist.... 1
Went to moving pictures 7
Went to party. 3
Worked for pay 1
Wrote letter 1
Thus far, this study has tried to show what is the
actual every day out-of-school life of these rural boys
and girls. Other factors enter into the recreational
life of rural children. What clubs are offered by the
commtinity for the guidance of their leisure hoiirs? Is
the church, grange or community house doing anything to
enrich the lives of these boys and girls? How many of
these children regularly attend the moving pictures, or
go to- other places to find pleasure and entertainment,
or amuse themselves through constructive activities?
To find the answers to these inquiries several more
questions were asked. (1) Have you a hobby? Name it.
(2) Name the clubs or organizations to which you b elong,
and tell how often you attend these meetings ;regularly.
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fairly regularly, or seldom. (3) Name the places where
you sometimes go to have a good time, and tell how often
you go to these places. The answers to these questions
will be discussed in order.
It has been said that every child of average in-
telligence is supposed to have some sort of a hobby, and
yet almost 40 per cent of the boys and fifty per cent of
the girls in the communities studied had no hobby. It
surely seems as if something is lacking in the education-
al lives of these children.
”ln play there must be opportunity
for forms of^ activity which mean mental
and spiritual refreshment and growth as
well as physical exercise and development.
Art interests as well as athletic must be
given channels of expression. The satis-
faction which sharing in music and drsuna
brings is as vital as that derived from
participation in social activities.
Basketry and reed work, pottery, bead
work, sewing and the making of blouses,
hats, dresses and other articles of wear-
ing apparel, the knitting of sweaters, cro
chetlng, making of hammocks and bean bags
and checker boards, carpentry, bent iron
work and similar activities have long been
a part of the program."
1
The Playground and Recreation Association of
America, "The Normal Course in Play." pp. 7 and 16
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Table XXVIII Hobbies of Boys V/hich Were Mentioned
Three or More Times*
Stamp collecting
Football
Building or making miscellaneous things....
Drawing and painting
Baseball
Gardening
Reading
Wood carving
Collecting aeroplane pictures
Collecting match box tops...
Horseback riding
Farming
Studying
Table XXIX Hobbies of Girls Which Were
Mentioned Three or More Times
Reading
Stamp collecting
Sewing.
Bicycle riding
Collecting butterflies
Collecting pictures of movie stars
Collecting jewelry
Table XXX Hobbies of Boys Classified
According to Interest
Collecting things.
Stamps
Aeroplane pictures
Matchbox tops
Animal pictures
Auto parts
Bird’s nests
Books in cocoa malt
Colored stones
Finger rings
Pictures of fighters
Building or making things.
Miscellaneous
Garden
Wood carving
Bird houses
Autos from lunk
Cabin
28
8
7
7
6
6
6
5
4
4
3
3
3
17
11
9
3
3
3
3
28
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
6
5
2
1
1

Table XXX Continued
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Flashlights from broken cells 1
1/Vooden aeroplanes *. 1
Games and Sports
Football
Baseball
Horseback riding.....
Fishing
Hunting
Swimming
Trapping
Basketball.
Boating
Camping out
Skiing.
Other hobbies
Drawing and painting.
Reading
Faming
Studying
Astronomy.
Aviation
Raising bantum hens..
Raising rabbits
Taking care of cattle
Tap dancing
No hobby.
Table XXXI Hobbies of Girls Classified
According to Interest
Collecting things
Stamps
Butterflies
Pictures of movie stars
Foreign coins
Health pictures.
Jewelry
Small china animals
Games and Sports
Bicycle riding....
Dancing.
Hiking.
Horseback riding
Skating.
Swimming
Tennis
I
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Table XXXI Continued
Other hobbies
Reading 17
Sewing 9
Drawing 2
Making doll's clothes 2
Moving pictures.. 2
Studying 2
Cooking 1
Crocheting... 1
Earning money selling things 1
Writing poetry 1
No hobby 70
That there is real worth in many of the hobbies
mentioned by these rural children cannot be denied. To
mention some, wood carving, stamp collecting, reading,
gardening, or sev;ing, are a few leisure activities v/hlch
may easily be carried on through life. Perhaps those
who had no hobby need only suggestions and encouragement.
Many city schools believe fiivnly in the development of
hobbies for the worthy use of leisure time. Why
shouldn't rural schools also have hobby day? To quote:
2^ "For a number of years the University
Hill Junior High School at Boulder Colorado,
had included two hobby programs on its annual
schedules of assemblies. In this way it has
sought to build up a hobby consciousness in
the minds of its pupils and thus help to
solve in a worthwhile way the leisure time
problem. The teachers of this school believe
that hobbies of the right sort offer an
answer to the extra time Question. In fact it
has been found that boys and girls with hobbles
are generally too busy to get into mischief or
bad habits.
"The theory of the school is that worth-
while hobbies should be developed in early
I’Journal of the National Education Assocation.
March 1955. "Hobbies and Leisure Time." p. 95.

life as a sensible solution of the leisure
time problem for children now and for them
later in life after they have grown up.”
The above article stresses worthwhile hobbies.
Perhaps several of the hobbies mentioned in this study
might not come under this category, for example collect-
ing match box tops, or pictures of movie stars, but with
the right guidance by the teacher or parent, these
seemingly useless hobbies, might be turned into more
worthwhile ones.
Although nowhere near enough, much has been done to
help the youth of the city to spend his leisure time
wisely. There, there are trained leaders, club organlza
tions, athletic leagues, and a wealth of splendid extra
curricular activities offered in the public schools.
In rural districts much of this is left to mere chance.
In small communities, there is a dearth of good leaders
except for the school teacher, who is often expected to
teach as many as twenty-eight different classes or sub-
jects in one day, and then have energy enough left to
direct a club meeting after school as well as prepare
her lessons for the next day.
The chief obstacle that stands in the way of a
suitable program for recreation in the rural community
is lack of trained leadership. There is so much that
could be done for the rural youth, and so little that is
done. Not until the 4-H Club has reached every boy and
girl, and until the Scouts, the Campfire Clrls, the
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Church or other cominunlty organizations have enlisted
the aid and cooperation of every child, will the "per-
manent cultural values of the race" be increased.
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"Through his contact with scouting,
the boy 1 acquires a substantial amount
of practical information which is not con-
tained in the ordinary school curriculum.
The merit badge system brings to the atten-
tion of the boy a large range of vocational
interests .
"
The 4-H Club movement is a part of the cooperative
extension of the United States Department of Agriculture
and State Agricultui’al Colleges. It originated in
Farmer's Institutes and the public schools of Illinois,
Ohio, and Iowa from 1899-1905. Not until 1914 v\hen it
was stimulated by an Increase in funds from the federal
government, did the state and county begin to sponsor it
in earnest.
"Decrease in farm income, due to a
decline in the value^ of farm commodities
as well as a general world-wide reduction
in values in 1931 challenged 4-H Club
members to do even more than before to help
increase farm income and decrease farm cost.
Many 4-H members helped parents to discover
additional sources of income. 4H girls
canned nearly 4,000,000 jars of fruit,
vegetables, and meat, or enough to meet the
needs of 20,000 farm families. 300,000 girls
made over and repaired clothing for younger
brothers and sisters."
The church which is a vital factor in any rural
community seemed to play but a small part in the lives
^N. E. Richardson. "The Church at Play", p. 184-185
2 q. L. Warren, J. H. Economics, 24; 6868 August.
1932.
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of the boys and girls of this study. Only three chil-
dren reported as belonging to a church club, althoxigh a
large majority of them went to church regularly. Five
others belonged to the children’s church choir.
"The children and young people of
any congregation^ should feel that the
church is Interested in their whole life,
their play as well as their work. Such
feeling will bind them more closely to
the church and will win their loyalty and
interest .
"
As v/as mentioned in the first chapter, when driving
conditions are good, an automobile ride will take the
rural people of Berksiiire County to the city in an hour
or less. There they can find all the commercial attrac-
tions of a large city. It cannot be said that all of
these attractions are bad or unwholesome for children.
However, it seems a pity that more has not been done to
show these boys and girls just what a wealth of
opport\inlty for pleasure and recreation is right at
their very doorsteps. Is the school or the community
to blame for this?
"Though the school cannot as a rule
assume full^ responsibility for a child in
his out-of-school hours nor undertake the
administration of a community-wide program,
it can do much while the child is under its
care to conduct, as a part of its educational
work, a play program, which will profoundly
affect the life of the child and have far-
reaching social values. It can also assure
the use of the school building as a place
for housing many of the leisure time activi-
ties of the adults of the community,"
TIT. W. Gates, "Recreation and the Church", p, 80.
2 Playground and Recreation Assocation. "The
Normal Course in Play," p. 176.
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There were no clubs of any sort in seven of the
|
twenty-one schools surveyed, and three others reported
that they had no clubs for boys. Thirteen schools had
4-H clubs for the girls, but there were only five 4-H
clubs for the boys. With two exceptions, the teacher
was responsible for directing the work of this organiza-
tion. At the time this study was made, several communi-
ties reported that they had had more clubs in former
years, scouts and 4-H clubs, and that more clubs were
going to begin as soon as the teacher or some parent
could find time to get things started. No community in
this study had a Y.M.C.A., and only three had Boy Scout
organizations. Some of the boys had to travel several
miles to attend a scout meeting. No wonder some of them
reported that they did not attend these meetings regularly!
All of the children in this study had to travel on foot or’
by machine to neighboring towns to enjoy the recreational
advantages of a Y.M.C.A. or "Girls’ Day" at this organiza-
tion. One teacher took her children three miles every
week to the Y., and there directed their activities.
One week she took the boys, and the next week she took the
girls. The boys were taught swimming by an Instructor,
and then this teacher taught the boys basketball. On the
Girls' Day at the Y., she taught swimming to her pupils,
and then she directed games for them in the gymnasium.
She received no remuneration for this work.
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Table XXXII Clubs or Organizations to Which Boys
Belong
4-H Club 35
Scouts. 30
Y.M.C.A 19
Private Clubs 9
School Club 7
Library Club 3
Sunday School Club. 3
Church Choir 1
Cub Scouts 1
Community Club 2
Member of no club..... 97
Boys of ten different schools belonged to no clubs
whatsoever, not even private clubs. There were only
five 4-H Clubs for boys. Boys of six different schools
belonged to the Y.M.C.A., although no community surveyed
except the tovm of Adams had a Y., and the members of the
rural school of that town did not belong to that organiza
tion. One town, Williamstown, reported a community club
for boys. The members of the Library Club, the SchooiJ.
Club, and the Church Choir were all from the consolidated
school at West Stockbridge.
The pupils of all the schools were asked if they
attended club meetings faithfully, and with few excep-
tions this was the case. Three boys reported that they
seldom went to the Y, but two of them said that they
would when the road conditions became better. Five other
boys mentioned attending the Y irregularly. Pour members
of the 4-H Clubs and one scout reported that they
attended meetings fairly regularly, rather than regularly
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Table XXXIII Clubs or Organizations to Which Girls
Belong
4-H Clubs 64
School Club • 14
Library Club 13
Girls' Club (In connection with the Y.M.C .A.
•
5
Girl Scouts*. 2
Private Clubs 2
Member of no club 62
Every girl with two exceptions reported that they
attended club meetings very faithfully. The two excep-
tions were students who seldom attended the 4-E Club.
There is much that might be done for rural elementary
school girls in the way of club activities.
Another important question dealing with the leisure
time activities of rural school pupils was to "Check the
places where you sometimes go to have a good time, and
tell how often you go to these places." They were asked
to tell how often they went to the moving pictures, the
homes of friends or neighbors, the homes of relatives, the
church, the community house or grange, or any other place
where they occasionally went to enjoy themselves.
Although perhaps some children do not go to chui’ch
to have a good time, but because their parents make them
go, it was felt that this should be included in the
questionnaire, because the church enriches the lives of
the children not only in a moral and educational way, but
provides a place for wholesome social contacts.
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Table XXXIV Attendance at Church
Boys Girls
Weekly church attendance 112 104
Irregular church attendance 37 15
Seldom or never attended church.... 39 20
As was mentioned a few pages earlier, there is much
that the rural churches of the communities visited could do
to help these children find a more abundant life. This
subject will be discussed more thoroughly in a later
chapter.
As one might expect, the majority of children atten-
ded the moving pictures regularly. If one wishes to turn
back in the chapter to the week-end activities of these
rural children, they will note that from Friday night to
Sunday night, sixty-one boys and t hirty-one girls went to
the moving pictures. The reader then, will not be sur-
prised at the figures in the following table.
Table XXXV Attendance at Moving Pictures.
Boys
Twice a week 6.
Once a week 62.
Every two weeks 18.
About every month 47.
Seldom 55.
Never in life 1.
Girls
3
. 39
. 17
. 37
. 42
1
In addition to the above figures it is interesting
to observe that four girls and one boy had never been to
the moving pictures more than once in their lives; two
boys said they "didn’t like the movies"; and one girl had
never seen any motion pictures except what were shown to
her in school, which was only twice in her life.
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It has often been commented upon by many people in
|
Berkshire County, that it is a pity that there is a i
change of moving picture attractions on Saturday, and
jj
that they are for that day only. These are usually of
very poor quality in comparison with the weekly show,
and Include as a rule some cheap vaudeville, vdiich draws 11
large numbers of people to the Saturday show. For this
reason many school children seldom see a worth-while
picture. Teachers should urge and encourage boys and
I
I
girls to save their money for the truly worthwhile shows
.
i
"The family can be defined as a genetic
|
group^, bound by kinship and marital ties. It
is a group consisting of father, mother, and
children, living together under one roof.
Many times rural families are not so simply
composed as this. A grandfather or a maiden
aunt m.ay be living there also, or perhaps a
younger family is living with the parents.
There may be hired help or summer boarders
also "
No matter how large their Immediate family, rural
children, like city children, enjoy frequent visits to
neighbors or relatives to play, to be entertained, to
listen to the radio, or to be indulged in by some fond
elders. The children of this study, who did not make
frequent visits to neighbors or relatives, said that they
had home duties, or that no neighbors or relatives lived
near by. If the reader desires to look back to pages
42-46 of this chapter, he v/ill observe that visiting
friends and relatives was listed by both boys and
girls near the top to the lists of the most frequent
^ J.~ H. Kolb S. Brunner, op. clt . . p. 17.
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dnouponx deof^r odd lo edslX add od qod s^ d nsert eXnx^
activities on Saturday and Sunday.
Table XXXVI Frequency of Visits to Homes of P'Tiends
or Neighbors
.
Boys Girls
Dally visits 60 51
Weekly visits 52 31
Occasionally 17 17
Seldom 5 5
Not checked 54 35
Table XXXVII Frequency of Visits to Homes of
Relatives
Boys Girls
Weekly or more often 56 57
About every two weeks 39 25
Seldom 16 27
Not checked 77 30
It is felt that the above figures do not tell an
accurate story, because the method of checking the places
where children sometimes go was changed during the survey.
At first friends and relatives were not mentioned in the
survey. The child was simply asked to think of other
places besides the church, the movies, and the community
house, where he sometimes went to have a good time. If
the child volunteered the information that he visited
neighbors and relatives, this v/as noted, but if he said
nothing about this, it was not recorded. Later the sur-
vey was revised in this particular place to include the
question, "How often do you visit the homes of friends and
relatives?" For this reason "not checked" is mentioned
in the above table. No doubt many more children
regularly visited the homes of their neighbors or
.
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Community meetings which were held either in the
,i
i
school or t own hall seemed to play hut a small part in
|
the lives of these rural children. Weekly affairs :
which seemed to be more or less seasonable were whist
parties, basketball games, and square dances. Most of
the children never attended any of these functions unless
there v/as a Christmas celebration, or a party especially
for children. A few of the children v/ent to community
gatherings without their parents, but the majority of
children went with their parents just to watch them dance
or take part in some other form of entertainment. One
i
girl said her father was the fiddle player for the dances
|
and she enjoyed hearing him play and call off the changes
of the various dances.
Table XXXVIII Attendance of Children at Community
Gatherings
Boys Girls
Attending community gatherings regularly 10 8
Attending coimmmity gatherings occasionally 20 6
Attending community gatherings vhen they
have something special for children 20 12
Seldom or never attend community gather-
ings 138 113
A variety of answers came in response to the ques-
tion "Name some other places where you som.etimes go to
have a good time, besides those already mentioned." It
is surprising, however, to note that the majority of
children could think of no other places. Moving pictures
church, school, homes of friends or relatives, and
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occasionally a community party composed their small world. il
There were no playgrounds to which children went unless
it was the school playground, and most of them went dir-
ectly home after school. The field, the pasture, "the
hill behind our house"has the playground for these chil-
dren. Two communities boasted of a ball field which had
games on Sunday, and twelve children mentioned going there
regularly to watch them. Going to the state or county
fair was mentioned by twenty-one children. Although this
event came only once a year, it was something which no
child missed if he could help it. Probably a great many
more children attended this annual event, but forgot to
mention it. Eight children told about going to the circus.
Hiking in the woods was mentioned by four children,
parties and auto rides by three, picnics by two, and fish-
ing and going to the museum in Pittsfield by one. The
rest of these boys and girls could think of no other
places where they sometimes went to have a good time.
This chapter bas dealt briefly w ith the questions of
the survey and the results which were found, an outline of
which will be found on the next two pages. In conclusion,
it might be said that the majority of rural children in
these selected communities of Berkshire County have home
chores which must be attended to, but they also have
ample time for play and other forms of recreation.
The next chapter will try to distinguish between the
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play and work activities of these children, as well as a m
further analysis of the out of school activities.
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RECREATIONAL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
I
Teacher
|
School
i
1 Name Age Grade
!
i
2 Occupation of father or guardian
3 Number of brothers Sisters
4 Check in which part of town you live,
j
a Village
b Near Village
c More than a mile from village,
5 Check the way in which you usually come to school,
a On the school bus.
b Bicycle
c Automobile
d Walk
e Other way.
j
6 What did you do yesterday from the close of school un- i
til supper time? i
7
What did you do yesterday from after supper till bed
time?
8 Time you have supper ^Time you go to bed
9 What other things do you usually do after school out
side of the things you have already mentioned?
10
Have you a hobby? Name it
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11 Check the clubs or organiza-
tions to which you belong#
Scouts
How often do you attend'
these meetings?
Regularly, occasion-
ally, etc.
Four H Club
Private Club
Other Clubs
12
Check the places where you How often do you go to
sometimes go to have a good these places?
time •
Playground
Moving Pictures
Community House
Church
Friend’s home
Relative’s home
Other places
13 1/Vhat do you do on Friday evenings that you don’t do
other evenings?
14 What did you do last Saturday?
a Morning
b Afternoon
c Evening
15
What did you do last Sunday?
a Morning
b Afternoon
c Evening
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CHAPTER III
FURTHER ANALYSIS OP OUT-OF-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
As has been mentioned in an earlier chapter, there
jj
has always been much discussion over the difference be-
j|
tween play and work. What may be work to one person, is
!
i
play to another, and vice versa. Although teachers ofter
slight theplay period in school, because it is not a sub-
ject upon which a student gets promoted, no educator to-
day denies the value of play or recreation. Bowen and
Mitchell in their book "The Theory of Organized Play"
devote a whole chapter to the various definitions and
theories of play.
"According to the old notion, the v;ord
play was"^ associated with fun only. People
did not think of the boy’s play as being a
preparation for his work as a man. They had
a vague notion that play is helpful; accord-
ingly, the saying ’All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy’. But today this phrase has
been extended so that people Interpret it as
’All work and no play makes Jack a dull man.’
The school in the case of the kindergarten
has been slow to take up the play movement..
Today the school is no longer hostile; in-
stead it recognizes the natural tendency to
play and uses it as a means of individual de-
velopment to promote the social spirit of
school and classroom."
The latest edition of Webster’s "New International
Dictionary" has many definitions of play, but two of
them will suffice for our purpose, "Play is to engage in
^ Bov/en and Mitchell "The Theory of Organized
Play", p. 181.
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sport or lively recreation, to amuse or divert oneself.
Play is to refrain from or discontinue work." This
same dictionary defines work as "Exertion or strength of
faculties for the accomplishment of something. That
which is produces by exertion or toil."
Thorndike’s "Century Junior Dictionary" defines
play as "fun; sport; action to amuse oneself."
There are four theories of play discussed at some
length in Chapter 9 in Bowen and Mitchell’s book. These
are (1) the Superfluous Energy theory; (2) the Recrea-
tion theory, (3) the Instinct theory, and (4) the Inheri-
72
tance theory.
The Superfluous energy theory has been
defined as "The^ aimless expenditure of
exuberant energy .
"
"The superfluous -energy theory has
little in its favor when given careful
thought . Children who have a fair oppor-
tunity to play usually play all day long
every day of the week, and are not will-
ing to stop when night or Sunday comes.
The starved children of the slums stand
in line every day at the playground gate,
waiting for it to open. They become so
engrossed in their play that they forget
fatigue and hunger and are entirely
oblivious to the passage of time. As
they grow tired of one game they enter
into another with just as much vim.
This does not look like a mere escape
of surplus energy."
The recreation theory of play is just the opposite
of the superfluous energy theory and defines play as
^Bov/en 8c Mitchell, "The Theory of Organized Play",
pp. 182-183.
^Ibid. p. 184.
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”An occupation^ engaged in for recreation, rather than
for business or from necessity." "This theory looks up-
on play as a kind of activity in which those who have ex-
hausted their energy can recuperate."
The third theory, the Instinctive theory, looks up-
on play as instinctive. "All living things have an in-
2
stinct to be active, all the time being urged on by an
instinctive desire to do things and a satisfaction in
doing them." This theory is in accordance v;ith many
famous educators, such as Rousseau, Froebel, the German
psychologist Karl Groose, and to name a contemporary,
Norsv/orthy
.
Dr. G. Stanley Hall, has a theory of play called
the "Inheritance Theory" which is similar in some re-
spects to the Instinct theory.
"This latest theor7r explains play as
an Inheritance^of abilities and instinctive
desires and pleasures.
’True play never practices anything
racially new. I regard play as the motor
habits and spirit of the past persisting
in the present, as rudimentary functions
akin to rudimentary organs. In play every
mood and movement is instinct with heredity.
We rehearse the activities of our anestors,
back we know not how far, and repeat their
life work, stage by stage. This is why the
heart of youth goes out into play as into
nothing else, as if in it man remembers a
lost paradise i’
Ijbld, p. 184
Sibid, p. 185
3lbid, p. 191
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Probably the latest theory of play is that of
1
Dr, John Harmon of Boston University. His definition
of play is quite different from that of other educators.
24
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"All play is learning and all learning is play." Play
ceases to become play and becomes work, when we stop
learning. If no progress is made during a practice
period, it is work. Work is repetition of well estab-
lished habits and skills. Learning is play. This
theory seems to explain why small children like to do a
variety of things, and why their play Interests grow
more narrow as they get older; they have ceased to learn
and therefore it is no longer play for them. Recreation
is a relearning process. In learning, as progress is
made, we may speak of rising to higher and higher levels
of efficiency. When we cease playing or doing that
activity for a while, we drop to a lower level of
efficiency. This is one reason why vie can enjoy play-
ing golf or some other game day after day; we are re-
learning, a little every day as we progress.
"The best definition of play is the
shortest. One is^ by Carl Emil Seashore.
'Play is free self-expression for the
pleasure of expression.
'
Since it is both possible and desir-
able to put the play-spirit into work,
some one may ask, '’JVhat then is the differ-
ence between play and work? ' It is cus-
tomary to say that work is doing for an
end, and play is doing without caring for
an end, but it is probably better to say
^Frora class lecture notes,
p
Wm. Byron Forbush, Manual of Play, p. 272
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that in vrark we are trying to get something,
while in play we have already got what we
want. And, as Dr. Luther H. Gulick says,
'The glorious thing about life is that the
great work is play.'”
"Play is vhat we do when we are free
to do what we will^. It is the spontaneous
expression of the inner desire."
"Definition of Play
Schiller: The aimless expenditure of exu-
berant energy.^
Guts Muths: The natural exercise and re-
creation of body and mind.
Proebel: The natural unfolding of the
germinal leaves of childhood.
Ruskin: Exertion of body or mind, made
to please ourselves, without a determined
end.
Spencer: Superfluous actions taking
place instinctively in the absence of real
actions
•
Activity performed for the immediate
gratification derived, without regard to
ulterior benefits.
Groos: Instinctive practice, without
serious intent, of activities that will
later be essential to life.
Strayer and Norsworthy: The manifesta-
tion of instincts and tendencies not imme-
diately useful.
Seashore: Free self-expression for the
pleasure of expression.
Hall: The motor habits and spirit of the
past persisting in the present.
Lee: Instinctive activity, looking to-
ward an ideal.
Dewey: Activities not consciously per-
formed for the sake of any result beyond
themselves
•
Gulick: What we do because we want to
do it
.
Colvin and Bagley: An act performed
spontaneously and for no conscious purpose
beyond the activity itself."
^L. H. Gulick, A Philosophy of Play, p. 267.
^ Bowen and Mitchell, op. cit., p. 194
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"Points of Agreement
Leading educators are not yet in full
accord as to the meaning of play and whnt
should be included in the term. They fail
to recognize its value in education, but
agree on a few fundamental points:
(1) Play is activity; it is not idle-
ness, but is in contrast with it. Loafing
and dawdling are not play, but a slumping
of activity because of lack of interest in
it, indicating a loss of the play spirit.
(2) Play is not limited to any particular
form of activity; it may be neuro-muscular
,
sensory, mental, or a combination of all three.
(3) The value of play in education is
due to its power to interest the player, ab-
sorb his attention, and arouse him to enthu-
siastic and persistent activity. Education
must be active rather than passive; 'It is
what the child does for himself and not what
someone does for him that educates him.
'
(4) Whether an activity is play or not
depends on the attitude of mind of the doer
toward the thing he is doing or, to state
the same thing in other words, upon the motive
that impels him to action. It follows that
there is no particular activity, be it baseball,
fishing, or playing with dolls that is always
necessarily play; neither can an activity be
mentioned that may not under some conditions be
play. If one runs a foot race, drives a car,
rows a boat, he thinks and feels about it.
Some activities such as games and sports, are
usually play, but we can never be sure unless
we know his mental attitude toward it while
he is actually engaged in it. What is play
one day may be drudgery another day, for mental
attitudes change with conditions.
(5) There is general accord as regards
point (4), viz., that the play spirit is an
attitude of mind, but there is not so full an
agreement as to the natui’e of th^' s attitude.
It is however, coming to be agreed more and
more t hat the essential characteristic of play
is a satisfaction in the activity itself.
1
Bowen 8r. Mitchell, op. cit
.
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pp . 195-196.
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To quote again from Kilpatrick, 'When the
satisfaction inherent in a specific activity
suffices to keep it going, it is commonly
called play* If, however, some external com-
pulsion or consideration is necessary to the
continuance of the activity, some of the
other terms is considered more appropriate.'
This agrees with the definitions given by
Spencer, Gulick, and Dewey."
The chief purpose of play is pleasure or the satis-
faction one gets while engaged in a task. In other
words, the difference between play and work is psycholo-
gical, and only in the mind of the doer. V/hat is work
to one is play to another. Perhaps Gulick 's definition
of play is the best: "Play is -what we do because we want
to do it."
Keeping this definition in mind, the writer will
try to distinguish between the work and play activities
of these boys and girls. Realizing that many of these
activities cannot be so defined, because of not knowing
what the psychological attitude of the child was while
he was engaged in these tasks, this list of activities
is more or less arbitrary. The following activities
are taken from the lists of viiat boys and girls did
"yesterday" vdilch are found on pages 27 and 28.
Table XXXIX Probably Work Activities of Boys
"Yesterday"
Errands
Farm chores
Helped father
Housework
Baked leaves
Shoveled snow
Studied
Took bath
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Table XXXIX Continued
Took care of baby
Went to barber
Went to dentist
Worked for pay (paper route, etc.)
Table XL Probable Play Activities of Boys "Yesterday”
Auto ride
Club meeting
Cleaned or fixed auto
Drew and painted pictures
Enjoyed winter sports
Entertained friends or relatives
Fixed or mended bicycle and sled
Hiked
Horseback riding
Listened to the radio
Made things (candy, skating rink, etc.)
Played indoor games
Played outdoor games
Played with friends or toys
Skun skunk
Used typewriter
Visited friends or relatives
Watched basketball game
Went to town or "down street"
Went nutting
Went to library.
Table XLI Probable Work Activities of Girls
"Yesterday"
Burled cat
Errands
Farm chores
Helped father in store
Housework
Peddled papers
Practiced music lesson
Sold articles from house to house
Table XLII Probable Play Activities of Girls
"Yesterday"
Auto ride
Choir rehearsal
Club meeting
Cooked for fun.
Curled hair
Drew or colored pictures
Enjoyed winter sports
Knitted, crocheted or sewed
Listened to radio, victrola or
violin playing
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beX*!!^
E6*itrdoXq b6*tcXon *io weiCI
Bd*ioqe *i©dnXw boTOf aSt
bavoa to bed©jrfoo*io ^boddirril
‘to BXo*idoXv .oXbB^ od beasdeXJ
SnXvBlq nXXcXv
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XLII Cont. Picked flowers
Played indoor games
Played outdoor games
Played with friends or toys
Rode bicycle or pony
Took care of baby
Visited friends or relatives
Went to the library or "to tov/n"
Watched others work.
Although not on the list of activities for "yester-
day", moving pictures should undoubtedly be added to the
list of play activities and possibly that of going to
church.
The v/rlter is trying to convey by these lists that
these rural boys and girls did seem to have an adequate
amount of leisure time after school. They also had play
time on Saturday and Sundays as well. They were not
over-burdened with home chores of various kinds. If one
wishes to look back to page 27-28,Table IX, he will ob-
serve that only .01 per cent of the girls and 20 per
cent of the boys had no chores or work to do "yesterday".
However, the writer feels that this free time was not
generally spent in idleness, unwholesome or detrimental
play.
Another objective of this study was to determine
whether the physical education program and other school
activities carried over into the out-of school lives of
1
these children.
1
Although a state law of Massachusetts says that
^General Laws Relating to Education, The Commonwealth
of Massachusetts Bulletin of the Department of Education,
1932, No. 7, p. 15.
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.
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X
dBxId ayBe addoax'-ffoaae.cM 'io wbI odede b rf?.L'orfdXA
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^noIdBoxfbK Xo dnernd'ieqeCt eifd “io nIdallirH eddaax/xfoBeaBl 'to
.5X
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among other subjects physical education shall be taught I
I
to all children of the Commonwealth, and although all the
teachers whose schools were visited had had training in
normal schools or teachers colleges in the knowledge and
methods of teaching physical education, only seven
schools or one-third of those visited made any attempt
to teach games to boys and girls or tried to supervise
their play during the recess period or during the noon
hour. One cannot, therefore, find many games or
physical education activities which have carried over
from the school to the home.
Those games (exclusive of baseball, football, tag,
and hide and seek which are played by all children)
which were mentioned by more than one child in this
study, and which undoubtedly were taught by the teacher
were: dodge ball, prisoner's base, German bat ball, and
slag ball. Other games mentioned, such as red rover,
kick the can, tap the old man on the back, and hill dill
were probably harmed down to these girls and boys from
former generations. These rural school children showed
a lack of knowledge in many games and other physical
activities, which the city child accepts as part of his
regular school curriculum, and which his parents accept
as part of his school heritage.
Rural children need physical education as much as
do the city children. They need it, not only to keep
3 (S IIbi's noJL^BOJJbe fBolaYrtq Ter Jo ^^nomB
srfJ ICa dHiicdilB tns ^rfJXBawno.TraoO yr^J 'io r^o'iblXrlo XIs o;t
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rrevsB vino ^noI^BOJLrbe iBolBTj^ilq ^.nIrioBo;X lo aboifJoo!
J-qineJoB abBJi' beJ-ir.Iv paoriJ- 1c bv|r(J- wto to aloorlor.
eelvToq/re oct JboI'iJ to clnis b/fa p.oniB^ liosei 1
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,
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eld 'to dnsq eb edqoooB blldo “^dlo odd doidw ^eoldivldoa
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EB don.'TT EB noidBonbo laole’^riq boon nonblldo Lb‘wH
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them in good physical condition, but to improve their
posture, to promote nervous stability, and to offset the
evil effects of farm labor which makes for stoop shoulders
hollow chests, and perhaps sluggish metabolism.
Rural children also need physical education, so that
they may learn how to play together. When a teacher in
one of the communities studied first attempted to show
her children the simple game of dodge ball, she was met
with great opposition on the part of two of the older
boys. "No one was going to teach them how to play."
They had more fun climbing trees and throwing stones.
After a day or two watching the other children have fun
in playing together, they begged to be allowed to enter
the game. In a short time they decided that "Gee! this
is a swell game. Know any more?" Bat ball was then
taught and other games followed in time. It is only at
school that most rural children have the opportunity to
play team games, through which they can learn some of the
elements of cooperation, self control, courtesy, and
other social virtues.
Physical ediicatlon activities have not carried over
into the out-of school lives of these boys and girls,
and it is doubtful if any other school subject except
reading has carried over to any great extent, although !
I
!
fourteen mentioned drawing and painting for a hobby, and
;
six children said that studying was their hobby. Twenty-|
three children mentioned reading as their hobby, and
|
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twenty-nine boys and thirty-six girls reported reading
books or magazines as one of their Sunday pastimes. Ex-
cept for these three, reading, drawing and studying, it
is doubtful if any other regular school activities
occupied the leisure hours of these children.
It seems to the author of this study that in spite
of the fact that practically no unwholesome leisure time
activities were revealed by this survey, that some of
this play time might be put to a better advantage than
"going down street", "watching others work", "just fool-
ing around", or "going to the movies".
With a more thoughtful guidance on the part of the
school teacher, and more interest shown in the children’s
recreational activities by the community, the leisure
time of these boys and girls might be employed to a much
happier advantage as well as a more worthwhile one. The
next and last chapter will deal with these recommendations.
for a better use of leisure time
bedtoqft'i ftna Bxod 0n!rt-rJxtdV.’^
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CHAPTER 4
RECOI.TMENDATIONS
There is no question that a rich and well-balanced
physical education program in the schools would do much
to convince the communities of their responsibility for
recreational facilities. The recreational life of the
community should grow out of the physical education pro-
gram of the rural school, but the rural teacher should
not be held responsible for all the recreational life of
the community. However, the rural teachers and the
superintendents of schools must first be imbued with the
significance of this before the people of the rural
communities can be expected to lend their whole-hearted
support
•
The rural teacher probably has a harder task than
almost anyone in the teaching profession, as she has to
prepare and teach many different grades and subjects in
one day. How then, can she help boys and girls to
realize their own potentialities for a better guidance
of their leisure time, without increasing her own teach-
ing load? This can be done only by enlisting the co-
operation of all the families of the community "which may
be reached through the children of these families.
The following recommendations the rural teacher ought to
be able to carry out v/lth the help and cooperation of the
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rioxrm oh bltsovr eloorfoa erict n.1 raxs'tao-iq nci c^jsof/Jbe laolerric
'tcl TTd'IIxd’lsrroqaeT *3:I:6/id to 8 0 i:*in//iTLTjoo erio ef>nlvnoo ccJ
'lo elll iBno.tdeo'ioon erTT . eei^iXloBl XBno/JB&ioen
-C'lq acI.dBOUbe IroI. sx^q edJ ‘to ^uo wc^xg bli/orfe
Mnona lorfoBo^ Ib*i£J'x sdJ dud ^loorfoe Xb'D/t ado to niBig
to atti iBiTol ^tao'ioe'i edd Up rroJ elcfleaoqee'i bled &d don
arixt R'xojdceoct arfcf ^‘lavawoR .ij^ctlniratcrco &rfd
odd ddl-x hQudaif. ed ds^n dEirm sloodoe to eOfioim&^nlrcaqxre
lB‘r;/T ad:t to olqoaq eild 9*iotad sMd to anneoltlngle
i?etiBod-&Ioriw *itadd i^neX od bodoeoxe ed sbo eaX:^ Xrtimtfnoo
. d'Toqque
njidd >iePd ^lebnj&d b eari 7,IdBdo*iq ‘ledoBo;! Isnu'! arPV
od sBri ads ea ,fiotse©to^q gnXiloBact add rrX eaovnp decmla
nl edooldfio bna sabBig ctna^xattib dosed brrs onsqanq
od eXtlg bns ax^d qXarf ade hbo woH »Y^'^
aonsbiifp^ aa^^ctad & ‘lot sai^lxIsldAe^cq nwo T:Xarf;t ssdl&oi
-xfoBO'l nwo 'jad ^nXaBe'ionX Xx^odllw ^anrX:} aix/eleX 'tieriX tc
-oy adX snX;JBXXna ^Xxio anob acf nso elrfl ?bB0X gni
Y-Bci doldW artt to eaXXXaiBt ado XXb to noX^B'iaqo
.aaXIXciBt aeadxt to ao‘ibXXdo ari:^ dgjooTxirf badoBOT: ad
od ddgi/o 'rariosad Xbi;/‘I add QaoldsbnarmoQan gnbrxoXXot oriT
add to noXOB'taqooo bfiB qXari axi;t rfdXw duo x%iso od elds ad
students as well as adults of the village:
1 Supervise and organize the recess period so
that the children will he introduced to a v/ide variety of
games, skills, and rhythmic activities, many of which will
carry over into the out-of school lives of the children.
The recess period should be primarily a teaching period
for games and sports.
2 In addition to the organized recess, set aside
twenty minutes a day for the teaching of other physical
education activities. This activities period might be in
the form of a club called the "Good Health Club" or the
"MerryMakers " the objective of which should be the learn-
ing of additional physical activities, or the perfecting
of skills taught during the organized recess period.
Rhythmic activities would probably be best taught by
the teacher, but the pupils themselves might teach a
stunt, a simple game, or supervise certain skills that
had been taught during the organized recess. The
teacher should liave books to aid the children in finding
this material, and she should encourage the children to
demonstrate the activities and to know their value. A
stunt chart or a record of target throws or some other
record of skill vhich is placed in a prominent place in
the classroom is often an Incentive to children to
practice these activities in their leisure time at home.
3 Take an active part in helping the community to
form a recreation committee which shall study the
resBiXiv ofl:t Jo ecMi/£tfj Hew cb Binofii/da
OB Jbol'isq es0O9*r arfct eslnjs^io bna eelv‘teau8 I
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Xflo sn-rlq 'I oner c lo sdirfoaec^ arl^t 'lol ^ aacfi/fiXitt Y^c^ov;ct
flX 9cJ rfriVjXffi boi»iaq eeXiXvXd-oja eldT . aaXc^XvX^oB noii&osjba
eri:l ‘lo '*cfx/XO rld’Xr.eH boor)’* artd baXXao dx/Xo a lo nnoJ. acii
^a^isaL QfiJ ad bX.ycrfe rioidw lo avlioaf,cfo eric ”a'i93iBMY‘i*xoi*i"
SnXd^oal'xacT
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Qrf:t yo teaXiXvIcfaB X«olExdq XbiioX rfl bbs lo ^rrX
.bol'ieq asaoeT baslrts^'xo add^ jifrl'ix/b Jrfsyad eXX^jte lo
X<i :iee'i ad -jXdBdoTq bXyew aeXdXvXdojs olnald^ylH
B do Bed ddsI/K aavXecjnadd allqxiq edd dyd ^leddBod add
dBffd sXXXsiE nijBdTao a8Xv*ieqy8 'lo ^ouiBg eXqmla b ^dm^da
3£iibrct‘l nl ne*tbXXrfo add bXs od ajfood.avafl bXx/ede lortoBad
od no*ibXldo erid agB'ruoorta bXyoefs eda bcfB ,XBiT:9dBiti aXxCd-
*ojjIbv yXexfd ".vdiisf od brre BaidXvXdos ©dd odeTdaiiomsb
•lerldo amoE *xo ewcidd d.e^'iBd lo biooei b yo drusdo dm/da
nX aoBXq dnanXmoT;q b nX beoBXq st riolriv XXXjfa lo b'looai
od ao‘ibXxf{o cd avXdnaonX cb nodlo ai oioo'ibsbXo add
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.ocfrod dB smXd 0 ‘irjBlaI *iladd ni saxdXvXdoB aeadd aoXdoBiq
od ^dlnymntoo add jiniqXed ril d'isq e'/XdoB na 92^bT 5
. edicqa bns caneg lol
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recreational^ needs of the community and the facilities
available. This committee might consist of a represen-
tative from the diurch, the scouts, the 4-H Club, the
parent -teacher s Association, or any other organizations
or individuals. Working together, this committee could
do much to help finance recreation, appoint leaders, and
block out yearly plans of activity as well as consider
the future growth of such activities.
The grange, the church, or the town hall could
offer the use of their rooms for indoor recreation.
These could be equipped with inexpensive games such as
ping pong, home-made shuffle board and deck tennis.
The church mi^t organize dramatics or a chorus, or
nature hikes, or it might have monthly socials vihere
young people could mingle in an evening of wholesome
fun. All organizations of the community should be repre-
sented on the Recreation Committee, and each organiza-
tion should do its share towards sponsoring leisure time
activities for adults as well as children.
4. Make every available effort to obtain school
equipment, but if this equipment is slow in being pur-
chased, because of lack of available funds, help raise
money to buy the school such instrviments as radios, vic-
trolas, and play materials. Such materials used
correctly would not only further the educational life of
the community, but would definitely contribute to the
worthy use of leisure time. By giving concerts,
^See "Recreational Experiments in Rural Communities”
by Jessie L. Beattie, Recreation Magazine, Feb. 1936,
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entertainments and demonstrations, funds could be raised,
|
and the people of the community would come in closer con-
j
tact vd.th the v/ork of the school.
j
Other worth while equipment for the school is play-
ground materials. A hoop nailed to a tree may serve for
a basket ball goal. A broom handle put betv/een two trees
or a door might be used for a chinning bar, or if placed
lower, a turning bar. A large plank set on edge could be
used for a balance beam, or a board for push-ups. Every
rural school could easily have ajumping pit and sand box.
A piece of heavy twine placed in the classroom or between
two trees out of doors could substitute for a volley ball
net. Perhaps some of the older boys could splice rope
for deck tennis or ring toss. The older girls could be
encouraged to make bean bags. Some rural children have
even been known to make a basket ball. This was done by I
using a heavy piece of bed ticking or canvas, stuffed
with leaves, and the seams sewed tightly together. Home-
made equipment should not be considered as permanent, and
should be replaced by store equipment as soon as fundsf;
are available.
5 Try to interest the people of the community in
having sectional play days. This might be done with the
help of the district superintendent. At this annual
affair, each community could demonstrate in turn, a folk
dance, game, or some other activity, after which the
3Cf Mifoo afjnir'i ^ Erroi::tBid’snoirTsf) bns a d-rrsntfiliBiiodno
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children could play together in friendly rivalry. The jl
adults who came to watch could also take part. The
|
writer has v/itnessed county play days in New Jersey,
These were always colorful affairs with school bands,
parades, and games and dances for parents as well as the
children,
6 Encourage hobbles of all sorts. Praise the
hobbies v/hich seem to be the most v/orth-whlle, but do not
condemn even those hobbies which seem foolish or worth-
less, Discuss the value of hobbles in school, and at
least twice a year have an exhibition of them, and in-
vite parents and friends to see them,
7 Enlist the aid of the parents of the children tol
obtain better play yards and an adequate assembly hall or
play room. This last fact should be kept in mind when
planning for a new building,
8 Post on the bulletin board, and call to the atten-
tion of the children worth-while radio programs and mo-
tion pictures. If possible discuss these in class,
9 Help, whenever possible, in organizing the
games or other recreational activities for parent-
teacher meetings. The rural teacher is usually expected
to do this anyway, as she is the only one who is able, as
a rule to direct games. This she should do willingly,
as a means of enriching the community recreational life,
10 Endeavor to obtain speakers and helpers from
the State Department of Education and the State Departmenl
.
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11 Encourage the parents to go to some of the
meetings of the Recreational Conference which is held each
year in March at the Massachusetts State College in
Amherst
•
As has been mentioned in the opening paragraph of
these recommendations, the comm.unity should not hold the
teacher responsible for all the social recreational ac-
tivities of the boys and girls of the village. The
adults of each settlement should do their share to aid
the leisure time activities. Community leaders should
realize that a few boys and girls in the 4-H club or
scQuts does not necessarily mean an adequate recreational
program. Unless all children are reached, we are not
fully satisfying the demands of the new social order.
’’The problem of play is the problem
of a rich^ and free life.
‘Play and art'. Professor John Dewey
has said, 'are moral necessities to keep
the balance which work cannot definitely
maintain. Play and art add fresh and deeper
meanings to the usual activities of life:
they are responsible for the enriching and
freeing of life's meaning I
To the child play is the winning of life;
to grown people it is the renewing of life.
In leisure rightly used, men and women in in-
dustry, business and occupations of all kinds,
find the relaxation, the recreation and the
opportunity for creative expression for ser-
vice to the community which makes of free
time an asset rather than a liability."
1
National Recreation Association. "The Normal
Course in Play." p. 3
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